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Secure your Financial
Future Save in GOLD
My name is David
Ingham and thank
you for reading my
News Letter. I am
so excited to share
with you a great
opportunity that I
have been blessed
with and I want to
share this with
you.
I am just a normal
guy who is married
with a family, I
own my own house
and have an ok life
but I want more. I
am looking for more
positive experiences with my family going on trips
together, not working 40-60 hour
weeks and create a

full time income
online working from
home. Having an opportunity that can
give you a lifestyle, a life of
significance and
contribution more
than all the Bling.
To have respect and
credibility and
feel young again.
If this sounds like
you then you are in
the right place
keep reading as I
am only getting
stated.

WORLD ECONOMY AND
BANKING CRISIS
Think about what
happened in 2009

with the banking
system collapse and
the government
bailouts. Taxes had
to be increased to
pay back these
bailouts that's me
and you paying for
the greed of the
banks and now we
are forced to pay
more Taxes. More
money is getting
printed all over
the world on a
daily scale and
this will never
stop and there will
never be enough
money to pay back.
The world is still
struggling to get
balance in the financial markets and

Gold Saving Can give you Financial
most economies are
slow and not looking like to improve
anytime soon. I do
not want to be
negative or talk
about any conspiracy theories. It's
just to make you

educate yourself
what is around us
and what we should
do about it. As we
do not want to just
stick our heads in
the sand and hope
for the best.

Watch this video
here by Mike Maloney to give you a
snapshot of the future and how you
can prepare and
educate your self
when the debt cri-
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ses continues and the
Dollar loses value.
The best way to protect
your wealth is to take
your paper money and exchange it for the real
money and that is Gold.
Gold has been around for
Thousands of years and
has always stood the
test of time and now
with all of the financial uncertainty there
is no better time than
now to get a savings
plan in Gold.
Come and join us on a
journey of a lifetime
through protecting with
gold.
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Please feel free to ask
me any questions I am
happy to help and looking forward to welcoming
you to our team.
Thanks,
David Ingham
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